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Webbers Post
Park in the huge carpark at SS 43.9 90.3 easily found on map OL 9 marked by the “viewpoint” sign. Draw in to the
carpark and park parallel to the lane so that the viewpoint over Horner wood is slightly behind you and to your Left.

Walk straight ahead on the gravelled path marked “easy
access” or use the one parallel to this….you are now on the
Coleridge Way heading NNW (this long distance footpath is
waymarked with a feather, offering a reassuring tick that you
are in the right place!)
Follow the path through heather, gorse and open woodland
following the feather, Coleridge Way and then for Chapel
Cross.
Curve around to the Right, as “Windsor Walk” comes in from
the Left .

* here you can take Lord Leiutenants Ride down
to the 2 tearooms and public conveniences at
Horner village, before returning via the
Coleridge Way to this point.

Continue on your way signposted “Chapel Cross” and explore the remains of this little wayside chapel, rapidly being
covered over by grass and a lovely place for a picnic.
Enjoy distant views of the white painted Selworthy Church from the adjacent gateway before heading across the
crossroads to take the bridleway South signposted Brockwell.
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*Here you can double your distance by continuing along the valley to
Brockwell and taking any one of the paths that lead steeply uphill
to join the well walked “Dunster path” shown clearly on your map, turn
Right along it to return to Webbers Post.

Otherwise, at the beautiful bulging tree

At the crossing paths turn R for Webbers Post and swing up through the woods with a pretty stream running down
the hill on your left.
If you’re lucky these Exmoor ponies will be hanging around the small secondary parking area here!
Head across the lane and back to the main carpark to your car.

From the crosspaths at the tree you can also detour down and back to the pretty church
and village of Luccombe where you may be lucky and catch an event at the village hall,
otherwise there are no facilities.

